
Colour Coding

What is the CRRF policy process trying to achieve in Ethiopia?

Where is refugee policy and programming coming from in Ethiopia?

How does refugee policy and programming in Ethiopia need to evolve in order to meet the objective?

NCRRS OBJECTIVES KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

What are the key components of a sustainable response from an Ethiopian perspective?

What capacities are required where, and where are the biggest capacity gaps?

How will refugee protection requirements be built into future frameworks?

How is the refugee response currently managed, both centrally and across the regions?

What resources are available for refugee hosting areas and how are they currently deployed?

How are protection requirements currently met?

What lessons can be learnt from social protection programmes in Ethiopia?

What are the most effective governance arrangments for delivering a sustainable response to refugees and hosts?

What options are there for reallocating existing and planned resources?

How can coordination of external programming be better managed?

What does refugee self-reliance mean in an Ethiopian context, and across the various locations where refugees reside?

What economic and livelihoods opportunties are most relevant to refugees and hosts, in terms of skills and aspiration?

What strategies are refugees and hosts across Ethiopia currently employing to support themeselves and their families?

What are the main obstacles to self-reliance, and how do different actors navigate these obstacles?

What lessons can be learnt/evidence is there from past government and international interventions in this sector?

What are the key obstacles to relevant economic and livelihoods opportunities being available in the locations where refugees live?

What options are there for seeking to remove the key obstacles to economic and livelihood oppoertunities?

What can be the role of humanitarian programming in supporting refugee self-reliance?

What are local populations aspirations and demands for different kinds of services, and what are the priorities?

What service delivery levels are realistically attainable for refugees and hosts in an Ethiopian context?

What are refugees and hosts current experiences of accessing different kinds of services?

What lessons can be learnt/evidence is there from past government and international interventions in this sector?

What are the key obstacles to access to different kinds of services at the moment?

What options are there for reorganising and restructuring programming approaches?

What are likely future trends in terms of voluntary repatriation and resettlement opportunities?

What does local integration mean in an Ethiopian context?

How do local populations currently understand their long-term options in terms of durable solutions, and what are their aspirations?

What are the past trends in terms of refugees taking up these durable solutions, and what are the key obstacles/enablers?

What are the key obstacles to local integration in the different refugee hosting areas?

What is the likely future of these durable solutions, and how can these trends be influenced?
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